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Abstract. The problem of minimum-comparison-merging is solved for the ,.ase of one 4-element 
and one arbitrary finite chain. For the case of one 5-element chain very tight bounds are presented 
which can be used to beat Ford-Johnson-sorting for infinitely many intervals of arguments, tarting 
with n = 47. 
1. Introduction. 
The present paper deals with two closely related concepts ~',~ data handlir~g: sorting 
and merging. In this context, arbitrary random access is allowed, and all search and 
transport operations are neglected. 
We consider finite data files of known length and, within each datum, a particular 
character. The set of possible val~ues of this character isassumed to bear a canonical 
total order (e.g. real numbers or' words of a dictionary). The only operation is the 
comparison of two data units with respect to that particular character. 
The problem of minimum-comparison-sorting (cf. [7,p. 181-209]) is: How many 
comparisons are necessary to det:rmine the total order (with respect to the particular 
character) of a given x-element file? (Nota bene: in the worst case, not in the 
average.) This number is denoted by S(x). The problem of minimum-comparisor,~- 
merging is: Given two already ordered chains of lengths x and y, how many 
comparisons are necessary to determine the combined total order? This number is 
denoted by M(x, y). 
We shall compute M(x, y) for one small (<_-5) and one arbitrary argument and, 
therefore, prefer the asymmetric notation fx (y):= M (x, y) (insert x elements into y). 
The inverse functions are Tx(z):= rnax{y I fx(y) _-<-- z}. 
7"1 and 7"2 are well known [3, 5]. T3 seems to be independently computed by 
Hwang [6] and Nissenbaum [ 10]. The results are revisited here within a more general 
concept. 
The main object of tkis paper is the computation of 7"4 and Ts. A complete soll ution 
.m 
is given for 7"4. Optimal strategies which yield the lower bounds (upper bounds for r4) 
are presented indetail. Upper bounds are obtained by an oracle (cf. [7, p. 200]). For 
details ee [11], here we o~ly give a sketch of the rather technical proof. 
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For Ts, we give only lower bounds. We conjecture, however, that these bounds are 
optimal; we even seethe outlines of an oracle which may prove this fact but we shall 
not wrile down the details. 
,L:,n obvious connection between merging and sorting is given by thz inequality 
S(y+x)<-S(y)+S(x)+M(x, y). (1) 
Hadian [4] proved for the Ford and Johnson [2] sorting algorithm that FJS(y + 1) = 
F.IS(y)+M(1, y) holds for every interval [~" 2 "j <_-y<2 "+t. Hence one had the 
suspicion that the algorithm could be locally improved by means of (1). The difficulty 
lies in finding adequate pairs of numbers x and y and tight upper bounds for M(x, y). 
One possible way w~Ls taken by Manacher [8]: he considers pairs with a nearly 
constant quotient x/y, namely y=8x,  and ob,ains a bound for M'x, y) making 
repeated use of M(3, 8). Thus he shows, e.g., 
S(191)-<_ FJS(1! 70) + FJS(21) + M(21,170) < FJS(191). 
We learnt from Manac~ter that Christen [1] obtained a similar re:;uit. He proceeds 
¢;ssentially along the sarae line but uses a quotient y ~-4x, and he proves 
S(52) <- FJS(42) + S(10) -'.- M'(10, 42) < FJS(52). 
Polishing his method he is able to beat F~S(50). 
Our approach consists in choosing a fixed x rather than a constant quotient. Here 
we use our 7"4- and Ts-results. It turns out that x = 4 is not good enough: FJS(y + 4) -< 
FJS(y) + S(4)+ M(4, y) holds for all y. However, there exist infinite!y many y such 
that FJS(y + 5) > FJS(y) + S(5)+ M(5, y) holds, and y =42 is the first of them. 
This is not surprising since 5-chains are more economical than 4-chains: 
Iog2(4!) Iog2(-~, !) ,< 
S(4) S(5) " 
This observation leads to the following open problem: Find b,aund,s for 
M(~,  y), where ~ is the 4-element 'hook' 
which car be obtained by 3 cor.r.~risons withmat any loss of information. Can those 
bounds be used to beat FJS(y + 4)? 
2. Notations, definitions, preliminaries 
For an easier presentation we slightly modify our model: from now on the x 
,Aer..Jents of the short chain are thought of to be non-integer positive real numbers 
r l , . . . ,  rx such that rl < .... < r~ holds; the y elemem:s of the other chain are the first y 
positive natural numbers. A single comparison is briefly written r~?p (0 < p ~ y). 
Obviously, after such a comparison the remaining problem is no longer of the ;~ stial 
'inserting' type. Hence, we define a more general complexity C~(ul, vii.../ux, vx)" 
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the number of comparisons which is necessary to compute [ r l J , . . . ,  [rxJ if one 
already knows that u /< ri < vi holds for i = 1 , . . . ,  x. The trivial left bound ui = 0 will 
be omitted. The model requires that 0_-< ui < v, u~ .-<_ u~+l and v, _-< v/+l hold. In case 
that the ui, vi are given by arithmetical expressions whose actual values do :not satisfy 
these conditions, we will tacitly assume that the values are corrected appropriately. A 
dot in the place of one entry means repetition of the preceding one. In order to avoid 
m 
redundant + l 's and - l ' s  we alternatively co~sider the function Cx, connected with 
C, by 
= , , ,  + + 1), 
and the function/~ wi th /x (y )  =/~(y + 1). The I ' s  and..C's are related by L.(y) = 
C~(y / . / . . . / .  ). Obviously, C~ is (weakly)isotonic n each v/and antitonic in each u,; 
it is invariant under translations: 
G(u l  + m, or+m~. . . /u ,  + m, o~ + m)= C~(ul, v,/. . ./u~, o~), 
and reflection: 
C,(m -v~, m - u~/. . .~m -v1, m-u1)= Cx(ul, vl/. . ./Ux, v,) 
for every m _-> v~. 
In the sequel, j, k,/, m, n will denote natural numbers (including 0). The cor- 
responding capitals J, K, L, M, N denote 2 i, 2 k, 2 t, 2 m, 2" respectively. For n > 0, n' 
means n - 1 and N '  means ½. N. Ordered tuples of natural numbers wiil be written 
with pointed brackets, e.g. (n, m, l). Instead of r l , . . . ,  r5 we usually write a, b, c, d, e. 
From [3] we know that fractions with denominator 7 occur typically in this area. 
Thus we define, for a rational factor f, f * N := [}f .  N J .  We agree that • dominates. ,  
i.e. k • f * N means k • (f  • N). We frequently shall use the fact that f~ • N + fz * N =% 
gt * N + g2 * N holds for all n if and only i l it holds for n = 0, 1, 2 and if, in addition, 
f l  + f2 <- gl + g2 is the case. 
3. Fast merging algorithms 
In this section we shall compute, for various argument strings, upper bounds for 
C2, C3, C4 and C5. If one tries to prove the inequality rx (t~ (n)) <_- n one has to suggest 
a good first comparison rj?pj for some i -< x and some integer 0 < pj _-< T~ (n). 
Depending on the re:mlt of this comparison one obtains one of two new problems: to 
prove 
and 
Cx(p J ' / . . . / ' / Tx (n)+ 1 / . / . . . / . )<-n  - 1 (the first argument/" times) 
C,,(T,,(n)+ 1 / ' / . . . / . /p j ,  T,,(n)+ 1 / . / . . . / . )<=n-  I ( j -  1 times). 
Thus, step by step one is led to more general argument sti'ings. In order to obtain 
results for all n, one has to find out a finite parametrized set of typical argument 
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strings which can be redu,.'ed to each other i_r,. a well-founded mariner. For x = 
2, 3, 4, 5 this will be done in the sequel. 
The function C2(0, vt/O, v2)) is completely known [3]. Lemma 1 seems to be the 
shortest way to/2; it contairs all Ca-results we need. "['he proof shows taat/2(17 • N) 
is reduced recursively to !.~(17 * N' ) .  That then is the point where fractions with 
denominator 7 - 2 3 -1  arise• 
Lemma 1. (1) 12(12 * N)'-~2n + 1 
(2) C2(MN+N/( -2)*  N+MN+LMN)<- -2n+2m+l+ 1 
(3) 12(17 *N)<-/2n +2 
Particular cases f f  (2) are" (4) C2(2~N[1119 * N)-< 2n ,-2 
(5) C2(2N/33 * N)<-En +3 (6) C2(3N/40 .  N)_<-2a-~4 
Proof. By simultaneous induction on (n, m, l) lexicographically. 
(1) 1. n = 0: 12(1) = 0 -< 1 i~; obvious 
• " ~ ~ " 4¢sr  • 2 n > 0: the first comparison :s a?N' ,  we ..o..s~td... two cases 
<" 1 + C2(N'/24 * N') _<- 1 + i I (N')  + lt(4N") <-- 1 + n' + (n' + 2) = 2n + 1. 
>" l+ I2 , ( !7 .N ' )< l+(2n '+2)=2n+l  b,y induction hypothesis (3) 
(n' - -).  
(2) 1. m =0, l=0:  C2(2N/(-2) * N +N + N)  = /21',12 * N)-<2n + 1 by part (1). 
2. m=0,  l>0:  b?5*N+L 'N  
<" 1 +C2(2N/5 * N+L'N) -<I  +(2n +O+l '+ 1)= 
= 2n + l + 1 by ir~d.hyp.(2)(n, 0 i'). 
>. I+C2(2N/5,N+L'N, 5 N+LN)<__ 
-< 1 + I1(2N) + II(L'N)-< 1 +(n + 1)+(n  ÷ l ' )= 2n + l + 1. 
3. m>0:  a?M'N 
<" 1 +C2(M'N/(-2) * N +MN +LMN) < 1 +I1(M'N)+I I (2LMN) < - 
<=l+(n+m')+(n+l+m+l)=2n+2m+l+l .  
>" 1 +C2(M'N+N/ ( -2 ) .  N+M'N+2L~ff 'N)-< 
<1 : / '~ .... ,,.~, + 2m +tl  + 1)+ 1)= 
= 2n + 2m + l + 1 t~y ind.hyp.(2)(n, m', l + 1). 
(3) 1. n =0: I2 (2)=I2(1)=M(2,  1)=2 
2. n=1 ' I2 (4 )=2+3-1=4 
3. n>l"  a?3N" 
<" 1 + C2(3N"/68 • N") - 1 + (2n" + 2 + 2 + 1 ) = 2n * 2 
(n", 1, 2). 
>'  1 + 12(47, N")--- ~, + I2(12 • N)= < 1 +(2n -t, 1)= 2n + 2 by part (1). 
by ind.hyp.(2) 
Exact lower bounds for T3 are given by 
Lemma2. (Oa) 13(7)-<_.7 (0b) 13(9)-<8 (0c) /.-.,(11)<9 
(1) 13(2" !7 ,N)<=3n +5 
( la)  C3(34. N/ . /2 .10 .  N+2LN)<-Sn+I+5 for l >O 
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(2) I 3 (19 ,N+24,N)<-3n+6 
(3) h(29 .5*N+24*N)<3n+7 
Proo|. the verification of the initial values (0) is left to the reader. (1) and ( la)  are 
proved by simultaneous induction on (n, l). 
(1) 1. n =0: h (4)=3+3-1  =5 
2. n >0:  b?17 ,N  
<" l + C3(34 * N'/" /2 " 34 * N') < l + C3( 34 * N ' /  " /2 • 10*N '+dN' )< 
- 1 + (3n'+ 2 + 5)= 3n + 5 by ind.hyp.(la )(n ', 2). 
>" symmetric to the '< '  case 
( la) c?2 .10 ,N+LN 
<" 1. l= l ' l+ I3 (2 .17 ,N)<- l+(3n+5)=3n+lq -5bypar t (1 )  
2. />1"  1+C3(34 ,N/ ' /2"  IO ,N+2L 'N)<I+(3n+I '+5)= 
--- 3n + l + 5 by ind.hyp. 
>" 1+C3(34 ,N/ . /2 .  IO ,N+LN,  2. IO ,N+2LN)  
<1 +12(34 * N)+I I (LN) < 
_--- 1 +(2(n + 1)+ 2)+(n + l) = 3n +l + 5 by Lemma 1.(3) (L.l.(3)). 
(2) 1. n=0: I3 (5 )=3+4-1=6 2. n=l ' I3 ( l l )~9by(Oc)  
3. n>l"  b?89*N"  
<" l+C3(89*N" / . /76*N"+96*N") ;  a?3N" 
<" 2+C3(3N"/89,N"/76*N"+96*N") ;  b?aO,N" 
<" 3+C3(3N"/40 * N"/76 • N"+96 • N" )= < 
<-<_3+C2(3N"/40 * N")+II(25N") <- 
<_- 3 + (2n"+ 4) + (n" + 5) = 3n + 6 by L. 1.(6). 
> '  3 + 11(3N") + C2(7N"/132 * N") =< 3 J- n + (2n + 3) = 3n + 6 by L.I .(5) 
>. 2+C3(68 ,N" / . /55 ,N"+96,N" )<2+C3(34 ,N ' / . /2  • 10 i,.N'+8N')< 
<2 + (3n' + 2 + 5)= 3n +6 by part ( la). 
>" this is the easier case since 2 .89  • N "> 19 • N + 24 • N. 
(3) 1. n =0:13(7)<7 by (0a) 
2. n>0:  a?3N' 
<" ~+C3(3N' /59*N'+48*N' / ' ) ;  b?aO*N' 
<" 2+C3(3N'/40. N' /59 * N '+48.  N')<-_E+C2(3N'/40* N')+II(16N') <- 
<- 2 +(2n' +4)+(n' +4)= 3n + 7 by L.1.(6). 
>" 2+I1(3N')+I2(59. N'+48,  N ' -40 .  N')<=2+II(2N)+I2(34* N) < 
-<2 +(n + 1)+ (2(n + 1)+ 2)= 3n +7 by L.1.(3). 
>" 1+/3(38 * N'  +48 • N ' )< 1 +(3n +6)= 3n + 7 by part (2). 
Now we have to prepare the 14 re"~:!ts. Three ot them, those in Lemma 8, are 
'regular' ones. Their proof is very similar to that for the I3 results. It relers only to one 
additional C3 result (namely L.4.(4), and this, in turn, to L.4.(2)). The: remaining 
result (L.9) seems to be somewhat 'irregular ~. It is closely related to the fact that 
Ca(16N/80* N+97,N/ . )<-3n+12 holds where one might expcct an upper 
bound 80 • N + 96 * N. Some background information is given by the concept of 
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delay in Section 4. In the sequel, we shall fully prove all we need for 1,8, and outline 
tbe way to L.9. For detailed proofs see [11]. 
Lemma 3. (1) C3(2N/!2 * N + 17 • N/.)<-3n +4 
(2) C3(2N/33, N/5 * N+ 10,  N+4LN)<-3n+I+5 
(3) C3(2N/40 * N + 33 * N/ . )  <-- 3n +7 
(4) C3(3N/19*N+17 *N/ ' )<-3n+5 
(5) C3(3N/40 * N/5 * N +17 * N +4LN)<- 3n + I +6 
Proof. (1) begin with b?12 * N. 
(2) induction on l, reduce to (1). 
(3) b?26 • N 
<" l+C3(2N/26,N/aO*N4.33*N) ;  b?12*N 
<. 2+C3(12 , N / . /aO,  N+33 , N)<-2+I2(12 * N)+ I I ( l lN)  <- 
_-<2+(2n+l)+(n +4)=3n+7.  
>" <-_2+II(2N)+C2(2N/61*N)<-2+(n+l)+(2n+O+3+ l ) -3n+7 
by L.1.(2). 
>" 1+I~(2N)+I2(47 *N)<-1+(n+1)+(2(n+2)+1)=3n+7byL.1.(1). 
(4) reduce to (1) by a?N. 
(5) reduce to (2) by a?N. 
Lemma 4. (1) C3(55 * N/ . /20  • N + 26 • N +4LN) <-3n +1 +8 
(2) C3(62*N/. /20*N+24*N+4LN)<-_3n+I+8 
(3) C3(75 , N / .  /aO , N + 26 * N + 8LN) <- 3n + I + lO 
(4) C3(82 ,N/ . /40 ,  N+24*N+8LN)<-_3n+I+lO" 
Proof. (1) and (3): the proofs are similar to those of (2) and (4). 
(2) b?34 • N 
<" 1 +C3(34 ,N/ . /20 ,N+24*N+aLN)  <- 
-1  + C3(34 * N/ . /2 .10 ,  N+8LN)~ 
<_ 1 +(3n +(l + 2)+ 5)= 3n + l +8 by L.2.(la). 
>" l+C3(62 ,N/34 ,N ,  62 ,N/34 ,N ,  20 ,N+24,N+4LN) ;  a?4N 
<" 2+II(4N)÷C2(4N/lO* N+4LN)<-_ 
=<2 +(n + 2) + (2(n + 1)+O+ (l + 1) + 1)= 3n + l + 8 by L.l.(2). 
>. 2+C3(4N, 62 ,N/34 ,N ,  62 ,N/34 ,N ,  20 ,N+24,N+4LN)  < - 
<=2+C3(34 ,N/ . /2 .10 ,N+4LN)<=2+(3n+( l+ l )+5)=3n+/+8 
by L.2.(la). 
(4) a?3N 
<. 1 +c3(3N/82, N/40,  N+24,  N+8LN); , 740, lV 
<" 2+C3(3N/40, N/40*  N+24,  N+8LN)" 
1. 1=0: c?a0*N+24*N 
<' 3+C3(3N40*N/40*N+24*N);  c?12*N+24*N 
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< <<<.  4+C3(3N/12 ,N+24,N/ . )<4+I3(19 ,N+24,N)<_  
<4 +(3n +6) = 3n + 10 by L.2.(2) 
>" 4+C2(3N/40, N)+Ii(4N)<4+(2n+4)+(n+2)=3n+ 10 
by L.1.(6). 
>~ 3+C2(3N/40 * N)+ l~(8N)<3+(2n +4) ÷(n + 3)= 3n + 10 
2, I>0:  .-<_-2+C2(3N/40, N) + I~(16LN) < 
< 2+(2n +4) + (n +1 +4)= 3n +I + 10. 
>" 2+II(3N)+C2(6N/24 * N+8LN) < 
<2 +(n + 2) + (2(n + 1)+ 2 +(1 + 1)+ 1)= 3n + i + 10 by L.l.(2). 
>" 1+Ca(61*N/ ' /19*N+24*N+8LN)~1+U,n+( l+1)+8)=3n+I+10 
by part (2). 
Lemma$. (1) C3(6N/26*N+31*N/.)<<-3n+7 
(2) C3(8N/40, N+31 *N/ . )<3n+8 
(3) C3(8N/76 *N/26 * N + 17 * N + 8LN) <= 3n + ! + 9 
Proof. (1) 1. n =0:C3(6/"//7)<-13(7)~7 by L.2.(0a). 
2. n>0:  c9"~ .... 6 ,N+17,N 
<. l+C3(6N/26,N+lT ,N/ . )<_ l+I3(19,N+24,N)<_ 
-<_ 1 +(3n +6)= 3n +7 by L.2.(2). 
>" l+C3( ( ,~t /26*N+31,N/26*N+17,N,  26 ,N+31,N) ;  a?2N 
<" <-_2+C2(2N/61 * N)+II(2N).<-_2+(2n +0-4-3+ 1)+(n + 1)=3n +7 
by L.l.(2). 
>" 2+C3(2N, 6N/2N, 2~ ,N+31 ,N /26 ,N+17 ,N ,  26 ,N+31 *N);  
b?38 * N 
<" 3 ~-I2(24 * N)+II(2N)<3 +(2(n + 1)+ 1)+(n + 1)= 3n + 7 by L.I.(1). 
>" <-_3+II(4N)+C2(2N/19* N)<-3+(n+2)+(2n+2)=3n+7 by L.I.(.4). 
(2) reduce to (1) by a?2N. 
(3) induction on l, reduce to (2). 
Lemma 6. (1) C3(21N/187 •N/80,N+489,  N) -3n  + 15 
(2) Ca(29N/80* N+545 * N/.)<<-3n+ 17 
Proof. (1) a?5N 
<: b?82 * N ~ L.l.(2). 
(2) b?243,  ~¢ 
<: t~duce to (~) by a?8N. 
>"-~L.5.(3). 
>" ~L.I .( i ) .  
LemmeT. (1) I4(9)<10 (2) 14(11)<11 (3) L~(13)<12 
(4) /4(16)<13 (5) 14(19)<14 (6) /4(40)<18 (7) 14(81)<22 
The particular proofs for these initial values are omitted; they can be found in [ 1 i ]. 
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C4(19,N+24,N/./ . / lO*N+14.75*1~ ~5 *N+2LN)<= 
<-4n+1+7 
/4(3" 17 * N)-<4n +8 
C4(29.5 * N + 24 * N/ . / . /17 */V + 2 .10  * N +4LN)  ~ 
-4n+l+9 
14(2" 17 * N + 27 * N)<=4n +9 
C~(2.34 • N/ . / . /2 .17  • N + 13 * N +4LN)<=4n +! + 10 
Proof. By simultaneous induction on (n, I). 
(1) 1. n=0: /4 (5)=4+4-1=7 2. n= 1"/4(11)=11 by L.7. 
3. n>l"  b?17*N 
<" l+Ca(17,N/ . /17*N+la.75*N+12*N/ . ) ;  c?la.75*N+5*N 
<" 2+C4(17,N/./14.75*N+5*N/17*N+14.75*N+12 ,N); 
c? 7.375 * N +6 * N 
<. 3+C4(7 ,375,N+6,N/ . / . / i7 ,N+ia .75 ,N+i2 ,N)<= 
<-3+13(29.5 * N"+24 * N")+II(8N) <- 
=< 3 + (3n"+ 7)+(n + 3)=4a + 7 by L.2.(3). 
>" 3+C4(17*N/'/7.375*N+6*N, la .75*N+5*N/ . . .  
. . . /7 .375  * N +6 * N, 17 * N + 14.75 * N + 12 * N)= 
-<-3+/2(17 * N)+C2(2N'/61 * N')<-3 +(2n + 2)+(2n' +O-, 3+ l)= 
= 4n ÷ 7 by L.1. 
>" 2+/2(17*N)+12(24*N)<-2+(2n+2)+(2(n+l )+ l )=4n+7 
by L.1. 
>" l+C4(17*N+14.75,N+12,N/17,N, . . .  
. . . ,  17 ,N+14.75 ,N+12,N/ . / . )<= 
+ c,(29.5 • N '+24 • N'+2-  10 ,  N' + aN')_-< 
-1  + (4n'+ 1 +9) =4n +7 by (2a). 
(1 a) 1. l = 0' follows from (1). 
2. l>0:  d?lO*N+14.75,N+5,N+LN, inductiononl, usir~gL.2.(2). 
(2) 1. n=0: I4 (6)=4+5-1=8 
2. n>0:  b?17*N 
<" 1 +C4(|7  * N/'/3" 17 * N/.); c?17 * N 
<" 2+C4(17,N/./ ' . /3.17,N)<-2+I3(19,N'+24,N';+II(8N) < - 
:~2 +(3n' +6) + (n + 3)=4n +8 by L.2. 
> '  2+12(17 *N)+I2(2 .  !7 • N)-<2+(2r,  +2)+(2(n + 1)+2)= 
= 4n + 8 by L.l.(3). 
>" ~+C4(3"I7*N/17,N, 3 .17 ,N/ . / . )  
___<1 +6"4(2 .34,  N'/. /o /2 .17 * N '+ 13 * N '+ 8N') < 
-<_ 1 + (4n'+ 1 + 10) = 4n +8 by ind.hyp.(3a). 
(2a) d?17 ,N+2.10 ,N+2LN 
<" 1. 1=0" 1+/4(3 .17 ,N)=<l÷(4n+8)=4n-~9 bypart  (2). 
2. l > 0: induction on I. 
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>" <=l+I3(29.5,N+24,N)+L.(2LN)<-I  +(3n+7)+(n+l+l )=4n+l+O by 
L.2.(3). 
(3) 1o n=0: I4 (7)=4+6-1=9 2. n = l "14(15) <= I4(16) <=13 by L.7. 
3. n>l"  b?24 ,N  
<" 1+C4(24 ,N/ . /2 .17 ,N+27*N/ . ) ,  c?17*N+IO,N 
<" 2+C4(24 ,N/ . / I7 ,N+lO*N/2 .17* J~c+27,N) ;  c?2 .10 ,N  
<" 3+C4(2" 10 , / ' / ' /2"  17*N+27*N)~ 
<-3+(74(19 * N'+ 24 * N' / ' / . / IO ,  N'+ 14.75 * N'+ 5 * N'+ 16N')_- < 
<-3+(4n'+3+7)=4n t 9
by ind.hy~x (1 a). 
3+(74(24 ,N/ . /2  o !0*N,  17*N+10*N/2 .10 ,  N , . . .  
. . . ,  2 .13 ,  N + 27 * N)-< 3 + 12(24 * N) + II(N) + I~t8N)-<- 
<-3+(2(n+l)+l)+n+(n+3)=-~,n+9 byyL.1. 
,>" 2+12(24 * N)+I2(34 * N) ~ 2-~ (2(r, + 1~+ 1) +(2(n + 1)+2)= 
=4n+9 byL.1. 
>" 1 + C4(2" 17 * N + 27 * N/24 * N, 2" 17 * N + 27 * N/ . / . ) ;  
c?17 ,  N+27,  N 
<" 2+C4(17*N+27*N/24*N, ]7 , ' :N+?  * Y / ' /24*N, . . .  
. . . ,2 .17*N+27*N) ;  d?2 .17 ,N+ 13,  N 
<" 3+6"4(17 * N+27 * N /24 ,  N, 17 • N+27 * N/ . / . . .  
. . . /24 ,N+2"  17*N+13*N) ;  d?2 .17 ,N+6,  N 
<" 4+Ca(2 .17*N+6*N/24*N,  2"17*N+6*N/ ' / ' )  <- 
<-4+I~(8N)+I3(2" 17 * N ' )~ 
<-_4+(n+3)+(3n'+5)=4n+~ by L.2.(1). 
:>. 4+C, , (17 ,N+27,N/24 ,N ,  17 ,N+27,N/o /  .... 
• . .2 .17 ,  N+6,  N ,  2 .17 ,  N+ 13 • N)<_- 
=<4+C3(82,N"/ • /40*N"+Z4*N"  -,-16N"t + I~(N) <= 
-4  +(3n"+ 1+ 10)+n =4n +9 by L.4.(4). 
> '  _-<.3 + (3n"+ 1 + 10)+(n + 1)=4n +9 analogously. 
>" 2,+C4(2" 17 ,N+27,N/24 ,N2.17 ,  N+27,N/17 ,  N+27,  N , . . .  
. . . ,2 .17 ,N+27,N/ . ) ;  
< '  3+C2(41*N/24*N,  a l *N)+I2(17*N)<= 
<=3+C2(5N'/82 • N') +-/2(17 * N)= <
~3 +(2n' +4 + 1 + 1) + (2n - 2 )=4n + 9 by L.1. 
> '  the reflected arguments are smaller than those of case <<<.  
(3a) d?2 .17  • N + 13 • N + 2LN; analogously to (2a). 
b?4i  * N 
Lamina 9. (1) C,~(29N/80, N+545 • N/ . /2  • 160 ,  N +64LN)<-4n +l +23 
(2) 14(80 * N+ 545 * N + 544 * N)<-4n + 26 
ProoL (1) d?2 .  160,N+32LN 
<" 1. 1=0: l+C4(29N/2 .272 ,N/ . / . )<- l+ I I (32N)+I3(7 - "  272 ,N)_  <- 
<_- 1 + (n + 5) + (3(n + 4) + 5) = 4n + 23 by L.2.(I).  
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2. l > 0: induction on I. 
>" apply L.6.(2). 
(2) a?29N 
<" c?80~.N+545*N 
<" reduced to part (1) 
>" b?528 * N, the situation splits, apply L.1. and L.2. 
>. l+I4(80,N+342,N+544,N)<- l+I4(2.272,N+432,1~)<__ 
<-1 +(4(n +4)+9)  = 4n ÷ 26 by L.8. 
Corollary 1 T4(4n+7)>-17 ,N+14.75 ,N+12,N-1  
T4(4n + 8) --_> 3 .17  • N-  1 
T4(4n + 9) = 2 .17  • N + 27 • N - 1 
T4(4n + 10) >= 5 * N + 34.0625 • N + 34 * N - *, 
The main resul: of Section 4 will be that these bounds are optimal - Jp  to very few 
initial values. 
We now turn to the bounds for Ts. We already mentioned that we will not prove 
these bounds to be optimal though we are convinced that they are. 
Nevertheless, we obtain two de~nitive results: 
(1) The 'conjecture' Tx(x" n+3x-4)=(x -1) .  17,N-1  which one could 
derive from L.1.(3), L.2.(1) and L.8.(2) will be disproved by L.12.(1). 
(2) Ford-Johnson-Sorting will be improved. 
Only the second result will be presented in detail. 
Lemma 10. C4(v/ . / . /59,  N+2.62  • N) _<-.4n + 15, 
where v is 62 * N + [½(59 • N + 136 • N)] 
Proof. c ? 59 • N + 48 • N 
<. <_ l+C4(59 ,N+48,N/ . / . /34 ,N+2.20 ,N+I6N)<__  
_-< 1 +(4(n + 1)+ 1 +9) = 4n + 15 by L.8.(2a) 
>" l+C4(v / ' /59*N+48*N,v /59 ,N+48,N,  59 ,N+2.62 ,N) ;  
b?96 • N 
<" 2+I2(96* N)+C2(v-59,  N -48 ,  N /76 ,  N)~ 
- 2 +/2(96 * N) + C2(8N/76 • N) <- 
<_-2 +(2(n + 3)+ 1) + (2(n + 2)+ 2)=4n + 15 by L.1. 
>" 2+C4(v/96,N, v /59*N+48,N,  v /59*N+48,N, . . .  
. . . ,  59 ,N4-2 .62 ,  N);  b?122,N  
<" 3+C4(122*N/96,N, 122 ,N/59 ,N+48,N,v /59 ,N+48,N, . . .  
. . . ,59*N+2.62*N)  < 
<- 3 + C~(4N/122 *N)+C2(8N/76* N) < - 
-< 3 + (2(n + 1) +4) + (2(n + 2)+ 2)=4n + 15 by L.1. 
>" <-3 + I~(v) + C3(v -122 • N / .  /20 , N+41 * N);  
1. n =0: 3+I~(22)+C3(5/5/7)<_3+5+7= 15 by L.2. 
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2. n>0:  3+I1(124,  N '+ 195 • N ' )+ Ca(75 • N ' / . / . . .  
.... /40*  N '+26 * N '  + 8N')  <- 
__  / < 3 + (n' + 6) + (3n' + 0 + 10) = 4n + 15 by L.4.,,3). 
Lemma 11. 
I5(18) < 16 =
13(10)<12= 
I5(21)<-17 
I5(12) < 13 =
13(24)<18= 
I5(14) < = ~4. 
/5(28) < 19 =
13(16)<15= 
Is(32) < 20 =
The particular verifications of the initial value~,~ can be found in [1 I]. All these 
bounds are optimal. 
Lemma 12. (i) I s (40*N+24*N+l18 ,N+96,N)<-5n+21 
(2) I s (59*N+48*N+136,N+7¢~,N)<-5n+22 
(3) I5 (38 ,N+61 *N+2.  136*N)~5n+23 
(4) I5 (94 ,N+61 *N+2.  136*N) ' -~5n +24 
(5) I s ( l18*N+96*N+2.  136*N)<-5n+25 
Proof. (1) begin with d?68  * N + 52 • N + 76 • N, 
(2) c? v where v is taken from L.10. 
<" l+Cs(v / ' / . /59*N+48*N+136*N+76,N/ . ) ;  d?59 ,N+2.62 ,N  
<" 2+Cs(v / . / . /59 ,N+2.62*N/59*N+2.62 ,N+136,N) ;  
e?59*N+2.62 ,N+24,  N 
<" e?59*N+2.34 ,N+24,  N 
<" 4+Is (59 ,N+2.34 ,N+24,N) ;  
1. n =0:4+Is (19)<4+17=21 
2. n > 0:=<-4 + I5(59 * N '  + 48 • N '  + 136 • N '  + 76 • N ' )  <- 
<4 + (Sn' + 22) = 5n + 21 "" - ~., ;rod. 
>" 4+C4(v / , / . /59 ,  N+2.62  , N)+II(8N)=<: 
<-4 +(4n + 15)+ (n + 3)= 5n ~ 22 by L.10. 
>" ---3 + (4n + 15) + (n + 4) analogously. 
>" 2+I3(v)+I2(136, N)<=2+(3(n +2)+6)+(2(n +3)+ 2)= 5n + 22 
by L,2.(2) and L.1. 
>" ,symmetric to case <. 
(3) and (4) begin with a?8N. 
(5) t:egir, with b ? 136 • N. 
Theorem 1. Ford-Johnson-sorting is not optimal in case of sets of size k such that 
[l~_ss. NJ + 5~_k _<-64N + 5.  [~. cn] holds for some n >-_0, where cn is 
t~(2.3 * N + 2 .6  * N + [~NJ)]. 
Proof. (1) Let k be ko :=/~,  NJ + 5. The Ford and Johnson algorithm requires 
ko FJS(ko)=~/=2 [log2(]i)] =F JS (k0-5)+5"  (n +6) comparisons. Sorting ko ele- 
ments requires S(ko)<-S(ko-5)+M(5, ko-5)+S(5)<-FJS(ko-5)+5n+29 
comparisons by L.12.(2) since 59 • N+48,  N + 136 • N + 76 • N-  1 - [~- .  N]  = 
2 o 3 • N + 2 .6  • N + [-~. N]  _-> 0 holds for all n. 
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(2) Once we have obtained this advantage we can do one of two things: We can 
repeat he procedure of (1) c,, times, and we can insert single elements provided we 
do not go beyond 64N. Thus we reach a margin of 1 + cn. Finally, for 64N _-__ k <= 
64N+5.  [½" cnJ we obtain S(k +5)<-S(k)+5n-+ 32 by L.12.(5) bu'~ FJS(k +5)= 
FJS(k)+ 5n + 30. Hence we can insert a 5-element chain [½. cnJ times before our 
advantage has been consumed. 
We finish this section with a list of results which are needed in the proof of parts (1) 
and (3)-(3) of L.12. 
Lemma13. (1) Ca(2N/19*N+20*N/.)<-3n+5 
(2) C3(2N/19,N+34,N/ . )<-3n+6 
(3) C3(2N/33* N+68,  N/.)<-3n+8 
(4) C3(2N/75 *N/33 *N+24.  N+SLN)<-3n +!+8 
It,emma 14. (I) C4(2NI5 • N + 38 • N +48 • Nl.I .)<-4i,  + I0 
(2) C4(2N/5 . N + 59 , N .48 , N / .  / .  ) <-an + ] ~t 
(3) C4(3N/12 * N + 59 * N +48 * N/. / . )<-4n + 12 
Lemma 15. (1) C4(8N/76,N/40,  N+31 • N+i08 ,N/ . )<-4n  + 14 
(2) C4(8N/38*N+bl ,N+136,N/ . / . )<=4n-~ 16 
Lemma 16. C4(33*N+34*N/ ' / . / !2*  N+ 17.N+20.  N-~8LN)<= 
<-4n+!+11 
Lemma|7 .  (1) Cs(10*N/ . /17 ,N+5,N+38,N+48,N/ . / . )<_5n+11 
(2) Cs (31*N/ . /17 ,N+5,N+59,N+48,N/ . / . )<_Sn+14 
(3) Cs(82 * N/ . /40*  N+24.  N+ 118.  N+96,  N/./ . )<-5n+20. 
4. Optimality results 
In this section, we will show that our merging algorithms of Section 3 are optimal 
ones in the sense that the lower bounds for 7"2, 7"3 and 7'4 are also upper bounds. To 
this end, we have to obtain a lot~g list of oracular lower bounds (cf. [7]) for C'2, C3 and 
C4. Some of these results (e.g. 18-24) are optimal in a stronger sense: if any of the oi's 
is decreased or any of the ui's is increased then the value of the function decreases. 
We shall demonstrate he technique of recursively defined oracles by giving short 
proofs for that part of Graham's [3] results which is needed for our purpose. For the 
wid,~ly spread investigations on Ca and C4 we will give only same heuristic oncepts 
and a protocol of the essential step.~. A reader who insists t ,  learn the details may 
refer to [ 11]. 
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We start with a trivial remark: If a situation splits, ie. if vi --< Ui+l holds for some 
i < x, then equation (S) holds: 
(s) 
This can be improved to a very useful tool" 
Lemma S (Separatio aLemm~:). f f  v~-i <= u~÷~ and vi = ui+ :t + 1 hoM, then equation (S) 
above hola~ as well. 
We postpone the proof until we shall have had the pleasure to meet some oracles. 
Lemma 18. (1) C'2(4N/N-  1, 5N-  1 )>2n a- 5 
(2) C'z(4KN + 2N/aKN-  3N -1 ,  4KN - N -  1 + 4LN)  >= 
>-2n+k+l+6 
Proof .  By simultaneous induction on (n, lc, l). 
ad(1)" 1. n=0:Cz(4 /0 ,4 )=M(2 ,4)=2+4-1=5 
2, n>0"  
Case 0: We ask the oracle a ?p with 0 < p < 5N. - No answer -
Case 1" We say: Pray tell me, 0 thou wise Oracle, which is the iarger, the real number 
a or the natura: t number p ? 
Subcase 1.a" If we had chosen p < N the oracle will give an answer from which we. 
may conclude a > p (which, of course, entails b > p). This reduces the initial situation 
to - at best - 
1 + Cz(N, 4N/N,  5N-  1) > 1 + Cz(6N ' /N ' -  1, 7N ' -  1) > 1 +(2n '  +0+0+6)  
=2n+5.  
1.13. p > N, answer < '  1 +(52(N/N-1 ,5N-1)= 1 q-[ I (N)+[I (4N)= 
= 1 +(n + 1)+(n + 3)= 2n -:-5 by Lemma S. 
Case 2" b ? q: situation and proof are symmetric to case 1. 
ad(2) 
1. a?p 
1.a. p <2KN, answer >" 1 + C2(2KN + 2N/2KN-3N-  1, 2KN- I~ - 1 +4LN)  
1. k '=0,  1=0:1  +C2(4N/O, SN-1)  > 1 +(2n +5)=2n +6 by part (1). 
2. k =0,  l>0:1  +¢~2(4N/'0, N -1  +4LN)>I~- f l (4N)+f l (2LN)  >
>-1 +(n +3)+(n +l +2)=2n +l +6 
3. k>0 '  I+C2(4K 'N+2N/4K 'N-3N-1 ,4K 'N-N- - I+4LN)  > 
> 1 +(2n + k' +!  +6) -: 2n + k + l +6 by induction hypothesis (n, k', l). 
1.13. p > 2KN, ar.swer <:" 1 +C2(2KN/4KN-3N-  1, 4KN-N-  1 +4LN)  > 
> 1 + i1(2KN) + T1(4LN) > 1 +(n + k + 2)+(n + l + 3)= 2n + k + l +6. 
2. b? q" symmetric. 
Lemma 19. (1) C2(2 .15 ,N/34 ,N- -2 .15 ,N ,  34 ,N)>2r '+5 
(2) Cz(2(K - 1)N + 2¢ 11 • N/2(K  - 1)N + 24 • N - 2-  11 • N , . . .  
. . . ,2 (K -1 )N+24, /V+2(£- -  1)N)_->2n +k ~-!+4 
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Proof. By simultaneous induction c~a (n, k, l). 
(1) 1. r -0 :C2(4 /0 ,4 )=M(2 ,4)=2+4-1=5 
2. n = 1: C2(8/1, 9)= 2 + 5 = 7 by L.18.(1) 
3. n>l :  
I.a. p < 2" 9 * N', answer >" 1 + C2(6N'/68 * N ' - -2 .9  * N')  > 
>-1 +C2(6N'/TN'-1)~ 1 +(2n'  +0+0+6)= 2n + 5 by L.18.(2). 
1.3. P > 2 .9  • N', answer <" 1 + C2(2" 18 * N"/136 * N" -  2 .60  * N", 136 • N") 
> 1 + (2n" + 1 + 3 + 4) = 2n + 5 by induction hypothesis (2)(n", 1, 3). 
2. symmetric. 
(2) 1. n=O: C2(2K/2K-1,2K-I+2L)=I~(2K)+Tt(2L)=(k-~2)+(I+2)= 
= !c + l + 4 by L.S. 
2. n>O" 
1.a. [, <- KN, answer ">" 
1. k =0, l =0:1  + C2(2 • 15 • N'/34 • N') > 1 +(2n '+5)  = 2n +4 by part (1) 
2. k =0, 1>0: ! +~: (o .  !5 • N"/6 • N '+4LN' ) -> I + T,(aN") +i'~(2LN')__> 
>= 1 +(n,+ 3) + (n~ + l + 2)= 2n + l  +4 
3. k >0:->1 +(2n +k '+ l +4)= 2n +k  +l  +4 by induction hypothes~s. 
1./3. p>KN, answer <" 1 +C2(KN/2(K-1)N +2.4.  N -2 -  11 • N , . . .  
. . . ,  2(K - 1 )N + 24 • N + 2(L - 1)N) 
>I+[~(KN)+[1(2LN)>I+(n+k+ 1)+(n+l+2)=2n+k +/+4 
2. symmetric. 
In view of the impoctance of some expressions throughout the following investi- 
gations we abbreviate' 
A(n,k):=2(K-1)N+2.11 • N
B(n, k,/):= 2(K-  1)N + 24 • N + 2(L -  1)N, 
D(n ,k ) :=2(K-1)N+24.N-2 .11 .N  , H(n,k):=4J~N-3N-1 
In this terminology we rewri~.z the above results: 
L18.(2) C2(F(n,k)/n(n,k), G(n,k,l))>-2n+k /+6 ,  
L19.(1) C:,(A(n",3)/D(n", 1),B(n", 3, 1))-_>2n"+9, 
L19.(2) (22(A(n,k)/D(n,k),B(n,k.l))>_2n+k +/+4.  
F(n, k) := 4KN+ 2N 
G(n, k, l) := 4KN - N - 1 + 4LN , 
Corollary H & L [5]. T2(2n + 1) = 12 • N-  1, T2(2n + 2)= 17 * N-  1. 
Proof of Lemma S. The '<_-' direction is obvious. On the other hand, assume 
Ci( . . . ) -> kl, Cx-i(...)-> k2 and let 0,, 02 be oracles which prove these facts. The 
proof of the lemma is by induction on k~ +k2. The composed oracle delegates 
questions rj ? pj to O1 for/-< i, to 02 for j > i, with only two exceptions: The first is that 
r~? v~ is always answered by < (which dces not affect neither v~-i nor u~+ 1); obviously, 
C,(ul, v~/.../ui, v i -1)>k~- I  holds since this value can not be less than 
C,_~(n~, v~/.../ui-~, vi-~)+ C,(0) which would be the result of a '> '  answer. The 
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second exception is, dually, that h+ ~ ? u~+ ~ is answered by >. In the exc¢;;tional cases 
the situation splits, in the regular cases we use induction. 
Remark. The condition Vi-I <<-Ui+l is necessary. Without it, there are counter- 
examples as e.g. C3(l /6/6) = 6 < [1(1) + [2(6) = 1 + 6. 
A heuristic oncept o find the adequate 'critical points' for the oracle's answer is 
that of context and delay. A context of length x is an argume,.~t string for Cx. One can 
show that, for every context (ul, ell.../ux, vx), there exists a number d, the delay, 
such that Cx+,(ub el~.../ux, v~/u~, v)= Cx(ul, v,/. . ./ux, Vx)+ [ log2(v-d)] holds 
for sufficiently large v. 
From L. 1. (2) and L. 19.(2) we conclude that the delay of a 1-context (0, z) is 10 * N 
for all z such that 2 .11  • N < z -<_ zLN holds. Similarly, the delay of (0, z) is 108 * N 
for 2 .60  * N < z < 18N. Now L.19.(1) shows that the concept of delay fails for small 
arguments. On the other side, it turns out that if d is the delay of (ul, v , / . . . /u ,  vx) 
and if Cy(0, v~+,/.../u~+y, V~+y)is not to small, then 
c,,+,,(,,,, v , / . . . lu . ,  ,,. i,,., d + ,, .+,ld + ,,.+~. a + , , .+,1. . . la  + u~, +,,, d + v.+,,)~-- 
= c,,(..,,, v,~..' . lu, ,  v,)+ c,,(o, v,,+,/,.,<+~, v,+,/. . . lug+,, v~+,) 
holds. 
But the meaning of 'not to small' depends heavily on the context ~nd is almost 
unpredictable. Moreover, in the 'm!ddle range' the homogenity of the delay of (O, z) 
within the large interval 2 .11 .  N < z =<4N breaks down: The counterpart tc 
C3(4N/10 * N+68 * N/')<-3n +8 is C'3(2 • 51 * N"/IO • N +68 * N/ ' )>3n +9 
whereas C , (2 .11  • N/IO • N +68 • N/ . )  > 3n + 9 does not hold in general. 
One can prove that not oaly is 7'1(n) the delay of <0, 7"1(n) + 2) but that also T2(n) is 
the delay of (0, T2(n)+ 2/ . ) .  This shows that Lemma S is the optimal separation 
result for general contexts. 
Lemmata 20-24 show how the concept of delay works (two more notations: 
B(n ,k , -oo) :=2(K-1)N+IO*N,  thedelayof(O,A(n,k));  
G(n, k, -oo):= 4I(N - N - 1, the delay of (0, F(n, k))). 
Le~ma 2,0. (1) C3(4N/N-  1, 9N-  1 /3N-2 ,  l lN -2 )>3n +9 
(2) C3(/;'(n, k)/n(n, k), G(n, k,-oo)+SMN/G(n, k,-~)+ 2MN- 1,... 
. . . ,  G(n, k,-oo)+ I OMN -1)  > 
->3n + 2m + k + I0 for (n, m) >(0, 1), lexicographically. 
(3) (."3(F(n, k)/H(n, k), G(n, k,-oo)+F(n + m, j)/G(n, k , -~)+ H(n + m, ] ) , . . .  
. . . ,  G(n, k, -oo) + U(n + m, ], l)) >>-3n + 2m +] + k + l + 9 
/ ] ' i> 0 or (m>0 and (n,m)>(0,2)) holds. 
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Lemma 21. (1) C3(A(n, k)/D(n, k),B(n, k , -ao)+4MN/ . . .  
. . . /B (n ,  k, -oo) + MN - 1, B(n, k~ -oo) + 5MN-  1) > 
>3n ÷2m+k +7 for (n, m)# (0, 0), (1, 0), (~, 1). 
(2) ,C3(A(n, 3)/D(n, 1), B(n, 1,-ce)+ 32N/B(n,  1, -~)+8N-1 , . . .  
. . . ,  B(n, 1, -oo) +40N-  1 ) -  >3n + 15 
(3) C3(.A (n, k )/D(n, k ), B(n, k,-oo) + F(n + m:. ])/B(n, k, -oo) + H (n + m, ] ) , . . .  
. . . ,B (n ,k , -~)+G(n  +m,], l)) >- 3n + 2m +]+k +! +8 
for (/, n, m) # (0, 0, 0), ¢=(0, I, 0), #(0, I, I). 
Lemma 22. (1) Cs(A(n, k)/D(n, k),B(n, k, -co) +A(n + m, ] ) / . . .  
. . . /B (n ,  k, -oo) + D(n + m, ]), B(n, k, -oo) + B(n + m, ], l) ) >- 
>3n + 2m +] + k + l +6 if ( />0 or m > 2) 
(2) C3(A (n, k)/D(n, k), B(n, k, -or) + A (n + m, 3) /8 (n, k, -oo) + D(n + m, 1),.. .  
. . . ,B (n ,  k,-oo)+B(n +m, 3, 1))_->3n +2m +k+ 11 
Lemma 23. (1) C3(A(n + 3, O)/D(n, 1), B(n, 1 , -~o)+A(n  + 3, 0 ) / . . .  
. . . /B(n,  1, -oo)+D(n,  1), B(n, 1, -co)+ B(n + 3, 0, 0))_-_ 3n + 14 
(2) C3(A(n, 3)+ 16KN/D(n, 1)+ 16(K-1)N,B(n ,  1, k + 3)+A(n, 3)/. .. 
. . . /B  (n, 1, -oo) + D(n, 1) + 16(K - 1)N, B (n, 1, k + 3) + B (n, l + 3, 1)) > 
>-3n+k+l+15 
Lemma 24. (I) C'3(F(n, k)/H(n, k), G(n, k,--oo)+A(n +m,])/... 
. . .  G(n, k, -oo) + D(n + m,/), G(n, k, -oo) + B(n + m, ], 1)) 
>3n +2m+j+k +l+7 
if (], m, n) >(1, O, 1) or (m, /, n) >(3, O, 1) holds (lexicographically) 
(2) C3(F(n, k )/H(n, k ), G(n, k, -oo) + A (n + yn, 3 )/ G(n, k, -oo) + D(n + m, 1),.. .  
. . . ,  G(n, k, -oo)+B(n + m, 1, 3))-> 3n + 2m + k + 12 for (m, n) >(0, 1). 
9 Lemma 2.(la) and L.,.3.(2) show that 2 .80 ,  N is th* delay of all 2-contexts 
(O, zl/O, z 2) such that A ( n, 4) < zl <272 • N and B(n, 3, 1) +A(n, 3) < z2_-< 272 * N 
hold. We compute the delay of some more 2-contexts: 





C3(40 * N + A(n, 1) / . /40 .  N + B(n, 1, l))>=3n+1+9 
C3(40 * N + A(n + 1, 0)/ . /40 • N+ B(n + 1, O, l)) >=3n + I + 10 
C3(68 * N + a(n, 1)/./68 • N + B(n, 1, l)) > 3n + l + 10 
C'3(68 * N + a(n  + 1, 0) / . /68 * N + B(n + 1, O, l)) >- 3n + l+ 11 
C3(B(n + 1, k , -oo)+A(n + 2, O)/D(n + 1, k ) ,B(n + 1, k,-oo)+ 
+A(n + 2, O)/D(n + 1, k) ,B(n + I, k , -oo)4B(n  + 2, O, I))>= 
=>3n+k+l+l l .  
The folllowing collec:i,gn of results deals with the case of the 'short range', where 
the concept of delay fails. These results (27'.(1) excepted) are optimal with respect to 
Vl ahd  ~)a. 
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Lemma 26. (1) C3(4N/10 * N + 2 .15 ,  N/IO • N + 34 • N)>-3n + 7/'or n 7"- 1 
(2) C'3(4N/7N-1/lO N+20*N+aLN)>=3n÷ /+8 
(3) C'3(4N/6*N+2.30*N/5*N+68*N)>=3, - ,  9 
(4) C'3(6N/9N-1/lO* N+34 * N+4LI:f)>=3n+I+9 




C3(40 * N +48 * N/D(n + 2, 0), 40 * N +48 * N ' / . . .  
. . /12*N+20*N,  40*N+20*N+8LN)>= 
>_-3n-v-l+ 11 forn>O. 
Cs (SN/ i9*N+2.11  .N /19 .N+24.N)>-3n+7[orn~2 
C3(5N/48 * N/19 * N + 10 * N +4LN)  -> 3n + 1 + 8 
C3(7N/62 * N/33 * N + 10 * N +4LN)>-3n ,-l +9 
Lemma 23. (1) 
(2) 
C3(12N/23N-  1/89 • N + 90 • N)_-  3n + 13 
C3(12N/2 .  109 ,  N -  1/61 *N+62~=N+16LN)>-_3n+l+14 
As a by-product we can state the 
Theorem 2 ([6, 10]). 
(0) T3(1) =0,  T3(2) = Ta(3) = 1, T3(4)= 2; 
(1) Ta(3n + 5) = 2 .17  * N - i with the exception T3(8) = 8 
(2) T3(3n +6) = 19 • N + 24 • N-  1 
(3) Ta(3n + 7) = 29.5 * N + 24 * N -  1 
Parts (1) and (2) follow immediately from L.23.(2) and L.27.(2); part (3) is easily 
deduced from L.24.(1). Nissenbaum published 34 • N instead of 2 .17  • N but this 
seems to be an error. 
Very strange Cs results are needed for the irregular 14-case: 
Lemma 29. (1) C3( 19N/80  • N + 97 • N /66  • N 4 55 • N + 8LN)  ~ 3 n + l + 13 
(2) C'3(27N/136*N+97 *N/122 *Nq 55*N+8LN)>=3n+l+14 
(3) C3(27N/136 * N +489 * N/.)~'..3n + 18 
(4) t~a(27N/360 * N+489.  N/.)>=3n+ 19 
I 
And now our list of lower bounds for C4: 
Lemma 30. (1) t~4(2 • 58 * N /68  • N 4 2 .30  * N/40 * N + 2.  160 * N/. ) -  >- 
~4n + 19 
(2) C4(2 .58*N/68 ,N+2.30*N/152*N+2.160*N/ ' )=  > 
-> 4n + 20 
Lemmma 31. (1) &(A  (n, k)/B(n, k, 2) + 104 * N/2KN + 40 * N + 48 • N , . . .  
. . .  ,B(n, k, 2)+ 104 . .V /2KN +40 * N +48 * N , . . .  
. . . ,B(n,k ,  2 )+24,N+B(n  + 1, 1,1+ i))_-__4n +k  + l+ 14 for n >0 
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(2) 6"4(A(n,k)/B(n,k, 2)+ 160,  N/ . /B (n ,k ,  2) 
+B(n, 2, 1) +B(n  + 1, 1, l + 1))=_4n +k + l  + 16 forn >0.  
Lemma 32. (1) C4(40 * N + 52 • N/ . /20  • N + 38 • N ,  40 • N + 52 • N / . . .  
. . . /20 ,N+38*N,  2 .33 ,N+B(n ,O, l+ l ) )>=4n+l+i2[orn>l  
(2) C4(40 * N + 80 * N/ . /48  * N + 38 • N,  40 • N + 80 * N/ . . .  
. . . /48*N+38*N,  2 .47 ,N+B(n ,O, l+ l ) )>-gn+l+13[orn>l  
Lemma 33. (1) C4(19N/201 • N/24 • N +489 • N + B(n ~- 2, 0, l ) / . . .  
. . . /24*N+489,N+D(n+2,0) , . . .  
. . . ,  24 • N +489 • N + B(n  + 2, 0, l))_-> 4n + l + 20 
(2) C'4(27N/257 * N/80 * N +489 • N + B(n + 2, 0, l) ,'. . . 
. . . /80 ,N+489,N+D(n  +2,0) , . . .  
. . . ,80 ,N+489,N+B(n  +2,0 , / ) ) ->4n +1+21 
(3) C4(27N/80, N+545,  N+B(n+2,2 ,1 ) / . / . . .  
. . . /80*N+545,N+D(n  +2,2) , , . .  
. . . ,  80*N+545,N+B(n  +2,2, l))_->4n +1+23 
Lemma 34. (1) 
(2) 
t~4(19N/201 • N/80 • N + 201 • N/80 • N 4-97 • N + 
+ B(n +2,0, l + l)) -4n  +1+19 
C~,(27N/257 • N/80 * N + 257 • N/80 • N + 153 •/~ + 
+B(n + 2, O, l + 1)) =4n +l  +20 
Lemma 35. (1) C'4(19N/201 * N/80 ,  N+545 *N+40*  N/. )>-4n +22 
(2) t~2(19N/201 * N/80 * N + 545 , N + 264 * N/ . )>-4n + ~3 
(3) t~4(Z7N/257 • N /80  * N + 545 ,N  +96 * N/. )>-4n + 23 
(4) C'4(27N/257 * /#/80*  N+545 *N +320*  N/.)>-_4n +24 
Lemma 36. (1) C-'4(2'7N/80, N+545,  N+320,N/ . / . )>-4n+25 
(2) C4(2 IN /80 ,N+545,N+544,N/ . / , )>=4n+26 
With these tools one can prove by simultaneous induction" 






~4(68 * N + 59 * N +48 * N)~4n + 16 
f4(3" 68 * N)> Ztn + 17 
C4(49 * N +80~ N/ . / . /2 .40  • N + 24 • N +4LN)  -> 
=>_- 4n + l + 14 
C4(68*N+80,N/ . / . /2 .40 ,N+52,N+4LN)  >> _ 
-4n  + 1 + 15 
I4 (2 .68  • N+ 108,  N)>-4n + 18 
T4(20 * N + 136.25 • N+ 136 • N) ->4n ~-19 
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Thus, we know 7"4 completely: 
Theorem 3. Let 74(m) denote the maximal number k such that a 4-element chain and 
a k-element chain can be merged with at most m comparisons. Then 
(0) 7"4(1)= 7"4(2)=0, 7"4(3)= T4(4)= 1, T4(5)= 2, T4(6)= 3: 
(1) T4(4n+7)=17*N+14.75*N- ' -12*N-1  
(2) T4(4n +8)=3 • I7 * N -1  with the exception 7"4(12)= 12 
(3) Ta(4n +9) = 2 .17  * N + 27 • N-  1 wt~t,~ the exception T,~(13) = 15 
(4) T4(4n + 10) = 5 * N + 34.0625 • N + 34 * N-  1 
with the exception 7"4(1 O) = 8 
In particular, we obtain T4(4n + 10)< L~. NJ .  Hence we cannot improve the 
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